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ABSTRACT. Nuclear effeets in deep scattering experiments play an important role in the extrae-
tion of the neutron strueture funetion. Traditionally, these effeets have been negleeted when the
extraction from eombined experimental data on proton and deuteron is performed. As the neutron
strueture funetion participates in the verifieation of quark-parton sum rules and QCD predietions,
these effeets have appreciable eonsequenees and, in faet, have led to severa! failures in these kind
of verifieations. At the same time, model estimates of these effeets bring aeeordanee between data
and theoretical expeetations. The present article aims to review and surnmarize results on these
topies.

RESUMEN. Los efectos nucleares en la dispersión inelástica profunda juegan un papel importante
en la extracción de la función de estructura del neutrón. Tradicionalmente, estos efectos han sido
despreciados cuando la extracción se hace a partir de datos experimentales combinados sobre
protones y deuterones. Dado que la función de estructura del neutrón participa en la verificación
de reglas de suma del modelo de quark-partones y predicciones de QCD, estos efectos tienen
consecuencias apreciables y, de hecho, llevan a resultados no esperados en este tipo de verificaciones.
Al mismo tiempo, estimaciones de estos efectos a partir de modelos sobre el deuterón explican el
desacuerdo entre predicciones teóricas y experimento. Este artículo intenta revisar y resumir los
resultados sobre este tópico

PACS: 13.85.Hd; 13.85.Qk

l. INTRODUCTION

Deep inelastie seattering is one of the most valuahle tools for unveiling the strueture of
hadrons. In the past, it has been fundamental for establishing the quark parton model
and for testing QCD predietions related to the seating violations in the nucleon strueture
funetions. Current deep inelastie seattering experiments have attained suffieient aeeuraey
as to establish the running eharaeter of the strong eoupling eonstant predieted by QCD
and to determine parto n distributions from the measured strueture funetions.

These experiments also provide information about nucleon parton distributions in nu-
clei. The diseovery of the nuclear dependenee in nuclear strueture funetions, the so ealled
EMC effeet, have stirnulated a great deal of interest in this kind of experiments with nu-
clear targets. The dependenee can be understood in terrns of modifieations of the nucleon
strueture in the nuclear rnedium, the eonsequenees of non nucleonie degrees of freedom,
etc. As we shall see, this phenomenon plays also an important role in the extraetion of the

'Partially supported by CONCEIT-Argentina.
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neutron strueture fuuetion, whieh is eommouly performed from combined experimental
data on proton aud deuterou, even if its effeets have been traditional!y uegleeted.

The neutron strueture funetiou participates iu the verifieatiou of severa! sum rules.
whieh are oue of the maiu goals of the quark partou model aud eveu of more theoretieal
grounds (precise verifieatious of QCD predietious). Couseeutive faHures iu this kind of
verifieatious have stimulated severa! theoretiea! works iu the receut past. Iletweeu the
differeut alternative explauations for these failures, the oue whieh c1aims that the problem
is related with the negleeted nuclear effeets iu the deuteron when extraeting the ueutrou
structure functions is the mast natural, economic and consistent.

Although uuclear effeets in the deuterou are smal!, as one would have expeeted due to
the loosely bouud eharaeter of this nucleus, sum rules weight them differeutly leadiug in
sorne cases to dramatie amplifieations. The same eau be said regardiug QCD tests. 110del
estimates of these cffeets based ou the piouie eouteut of the deuterou are eonsisteut with
the maguitude, shape aud seale depeudeuee ueeded to bring aeeordauee betweeu data and
theoretieal expeetatious iu differeut experiments, supportiug iu this way the viewpoiut.

Thc prcscnt article aims to revicw alld summarize rcsults 011 this tupie. SOIllC of theln

have beeu published elsewhere iu a more eompreheusive way.
In the Seet. 2 we aualyzed reeeut N:-'IC data on the ratio of the deep iuelastie strueture

fuuetions F2 per uucleou for deuterium relative to hydrogeu in the eontext of the Gottfried
sum rule (GSR), showiug that the diserepaney between Gottfried sum rule predietiou and
NMC data aualysis may be iuterpreted as a nuclear effeet iu the deuterou, as it is suggested
by several models.

The Seet. 3 is de,'oted to compare the ineideuee of these efreets iu the Drel!- Yan protou-
ueutron asymmetry. The next one analyzes the case of the Iljorkeu sum rule (IlSR).
There \Ve show that the smal! amount of uuclear efreets ueeessary to saturate the GSR
experimeutal data modifies the Drel!- Yan asymmetry in an enterily different way as an
asymmetrie sea does, and that the effeets are of little cousequeuce in the eouvcrgeuee of
the IlSR (o the expeeted value.

In (he Seet. 5 \Ve aualyse the experimental Q2-depeudeuee of the ratio Ff / F2', also
provided by the reeeut N11C experiment, showing that the uuexpeeted depeudenee found
in the range x = 0.1 - 0.4 is also due to the same cffeets.

The fol!owing seetion shows how a very simple model based on the piouie eoutent of
the deuteron reproduces the main features of the nuclear effeet providiug the magnitude.
x- and Q2-dependencc of the nuclear cffect, in a \"cry good approximatioll, with only Que
free paramcter: thc fraction of the deuteron momcntum carried by its pionic cOllstitucnts.

Fiual!y \Ve state our general eonclusions.

2. TIlE GOTTFRIED SUM HULE

Iu the quark-partou model (1) the differenee between the proton aud the neutron deep
iuelastie strueture fuuetious is expressed in terms of (he quark momeutum distributions.
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namely

(1)

In QCD lhis expression is valid in leading order or up lo lhe nexl lo leading order in lhe
DIS scheme [2]. This lasl relalion logelher wilh lhe assumplion of lIavour symmelric sea
ends, using lhe valence dislribulions normalizalion, wilh lhe well known Gollfried sum
rule [3]

t dz (Ff - F:í') = ~.Jo x 3
(2)

This sum rule has bcen lesled by differenl experimenlal groups; firsl al SLAC [4],
lhen by lhe EMC [5] and lhe nCDMS [6] groups, and more recenlly, by lhe NMC al
CERN [7]. In lhe earlier cases lhe result was found lo be lower lhan bul compalible wilh
lhe expecled ~, wilhin lhe large syslemalic errors due lo lhe exlrapolalion of Ff - F:¡ inlo
lhe unmeasured region, x < 0.02 (E:\IC) and x < 0.06 (nCDi\IS). The more rece nI NI\IC
experimenl provides values for lhe ralio of lhe slruclure funclions F2" / Ff oblained in deep
inelaslic scallering of muons on hydrogen and deulerium largels, exposed simullaneously
lo lhe beam. The dala cover lhe kinemalic rallge down lo x = 0.004 and Q2 = 0.4 GeV2

Assuming that nuclear cffccts are Bol siguificallt in deuteriulIl, i.e.,

Ff = ~(Ff + F2)

NMC gives values for Ff - F:í', expressed as

where

(3)

(4)

(5)

The absolule deuleron slruclure funclion was laken from a lil lo previous dala oblainecl
in olher experimenls [8]. The value for lhe Gollfried sum rule derived in lhis way from
NMC dala on Ff /Ff and a fil for Ff is signifiranlly below lhe quark-parlon model
prediclion [7]:

¡Idx p n-(F2 - F2) = 0.240:l: 0.016.
xo

(6)
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Several explanations for this discrepancy have been suggested [8]. Qne of the main
assumptions in the derivation of Ee¡. (2) is the isospin symmetry of the sea ü = el. Releasing
this condition, the deviation from !can be attributed to

{ dx (ü - d) ~ -0.14. (i)

Indeed, Field and Feynman [9] have argued that the Pauli principIe ought to make ü -1 d,
however second order QCD ca!cnla(ions of the evolution of ü - d state that t his dilference
cannot explain the observed difference unless a primordial non perturbative asymme(ric
sea is assumed [10). Bes( fitB for (he e¡uark distributions seem to prefer the ee¡nality.
An alternative explanation [12] is rela(ed to the main assumption in the analysis of the

data, ¡.c., that nuclear effects are not significant in deep inelastic scattering off denterium
Ee¡. (3). Several nuclear models provide predictions for this kind of effects [11], however
in this section we shall restrict ourselves to extract and parameterize it from measured
data and consistency arguments.
In order to take into account nuclear effects in deuteriulll, one can define bound nuclear

structure functions, F~,by means of

F'P - ~FP
2 -(3 2'

(8)

(9)

Due to isospin symmetry one expects the (3 factor to be the same for proton aJl(1 neutron
structure functions. Then the difference between bound nueleon structure fnnctions is
expressed as

The ratio Fí" / F? is related to the one reported by :\~IC, F~'/ Ffl~~lc.throngh

Fn I FD
1 F'" 1_2 =2_2__ 1= __ 2_+ __ 1

p - P 'p 1F2 NMC F2 (3 F2 (3

(lO)

(11)

(12)
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FIGURE 1. The ratio oetween dcuterium and free nudeoll structurc functions, l/f3D, for different
Q2 values.

The f3 pararneter can bc estimated by using thc NMC dala cornbincd with a quark .lis-
tribution pararnctrization. Noticc thal lhc distribulions in Eq. (10) should bc thosc of
and unbound proton. Unfortunatcly, data coming from deuteron targets are a¡ways used
in the fits. however, the inclusions of the f3 parameter at this level does not lI10dify our
ronclusions.
The values obtained in this way for 1/f3 arc prcsented in Fig. 1. \Ve havc used on

this occasion thc vcry recent Gluck, ficya and Vogt (LO) partan distributions [131, which
are symmctric in thc sca (ii = J), as is the case in almost any parametrization. These
partan distributions are consistent with nentrino and muan deep inelastic data as well
as Drell- Yan pair production and are specially suited for low momenturn values. In arder
to obtain values for Ff \Ve also have used thc pararnelrization given in reference [14) for
F:; / Ff and Abramowicz et al. pararnetrization [15) for lhe proton structure function.
It should be noticed that entircly similar results are oblained using other quark dis-

Iribulions, for example Morfin and 1\lIlg s-fit in DIS scheme [IGJ 01' lJ_ and Do fits of
K\Viecinsky, Martin, Stirling and fioberts 117), which 'lIso incorporal<'s theoretical QCD
results lcading to the singular behaviour of thc gluon and ,,'a quark distributions as well
as modifications due (o shadowiug e!Tec(s.
\Ve have 'lIso analyscd (hc e!T"c( of using a comlllon fit to (he SLAC, I3CDMS and

E?\IC-NA28 data [18] for s(ructurc functions instead of NMC data. This ph"nomcnological
parametrizations is based on a detailed comparison of high statistics lI1easurements and
fi(s data in a \Vide Q2 rangc. The resulting fr valucs are compatible with NI.•IC OIles in
(he x range \Vhcre (his parametriza(ion is supposed to bc valid.
Notice that the curves in Fig. 1 exhibil the familiar features of nuclear effec(s, in

particular t he an(ishadowing peak for x ~ 0.2 and a pronounced decrease when J: tends
to one. \Vha( seems unusual there is the persistency or an(ishadowing rOl'small J:, howe"er
i( must be rememb"red that lhese curves relate deu(eriulll lo hydrogen protons (aud uot
nuclear to deuteri\llIl 011(8)1 and that shadm ....ing for sIllall x \'aill('s s!lollld bf' strongly
dependent on A. In this wa)\ tile efreet S(,(,IllS to h{' a uatural extrapolatioJl of what
is seeu in heavier nuclei. In the last seetion \Ve \ViII diseuss the possible origiu of lhis
phenomcllon.
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A remarkable feature of tbe Gottfried Sum Rule is tbat it b an extraordinary amplifier
of nuelear elfects. In fact, an amount of antisbadowing as small as 3% causes a deviation
in tbe integrand as big as 37%. Tbis explains wby tbe beta function is almost independent
of tbe parton distribution used and wby up to now tbis deuteron nuelear effect bas been
safely neglected in many analysis. As we bave mentioned, deuteron data is actually used
in tbe extraction of parton distributions, but no siguificant cbange is tbere detected wben
{3is ineluded. In tbe next section we will sbow bow tbese elfects are weigbted in different
sum rules.

3. TitE DIlELL- YAN ASY~lMETIlY

In tbe preceding section, we bave sbown tbat tbe announced experimental violation of tbe
Gottfried sum rule can be understood in terms of nuelear effects in tbe deuteron structure
function from wbicb tbe neutron one is extracted.
Clearly, tbe deuteron plays an important role in parto n sum rules beca use tbere are

no direct measurement of tbe neutron structurc function [201. Our purposc hcrc is to
confirm tbat pro pos al against tbe simplcst picturc of deuteron as tbc sum of proton plus
neutron in a bard scattcring expcriment. In so doing wc bavc quantitatively aualysed tbc
corresponding elfects in Drell- Yan asymmctry.
As we mentioned, scvcral alternative interpretations of tbe discrepancy in tbc GSR bas

been reccntly proposed [81. Tbe most popular onc is bascd on isospin symmctry violations
in tbe ligbt quark sca of tbc proton. On tbis basis, Ellis and Stirling [21] bavc recently
remarked tbe importancc of a Drell- Yan type of expcriment because it is very sensitivc to
tbis eventual sea modification. As tbc cxperiment is also alfectcd by modifications in tbe
valencc quark distributions due to nuclcar effects, we ba\'e evaluated bow our trcatment
of tbe deutcron structurc function also modifies tbcir rcsult.
Tbc main observation in Ref. [211 is related to tbc asymmctry

wbere

aPP - apn
ADI' - ----

aPP + apn
(13)

(14)

corresponds to tbe Drcll- Yan proccss pi\' ~ ¡+ ¡- X, in tbe usual notation. lf one neglects
tbe strangc and cbarm quark contributions and rctains only tbc qvfi, contributions in tbe
leading order, tbe asymmetry takes tbc form

(4uv - dv)(iL - d) + (uv - dv)(4iL - d)
AVI' = - - .

(4uv + dv)(iL + d) + (uv + dv)(4iL + d)
(15 )

Tbis asymmetry is vcry scnsitive to tbc sea distributions, in fact it changes sign depcnding
on wbetber tbe sea is fla\'our symmetric or not. An cstimation for this asymmetry using tbe
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FIGURE2. The Drell-Yan proton neutron asyrnrnetry with and without nuclear effect (continuous
line and dashes respectively), and Ellis and Stirling isospin-broken prediction (dashed-dotted line).

non syrnrnetric sea quark distributions, needed to \'erify the CSR [211 when nuclear elfects
are absent, lies between -0.1 ami -0.2 for inlerrnediate x \'alues. On the olher hand, the
standard prediction using parametrizations that are sea syrnrnetric pro\'ides ADY ~ 0.1
in the same x range. Notice that the actual measuremenl of the asymrnetry can only
be done wilh protons bearns on hydrogen or nuclear targets. As quark distributions in
deuleron are modified, one can expect a de\'iatiun from the standard prediction also in this
framework. Again, the simplest way to e\'aluate this deviation is lo consider that nuclear
quark distributions are that for free nucleons multiplied by a ~ faclor. The measnred
asymmetry then reads

(uv + ü)(8ü - ~d) + (dv + d)(2tI - ~ü)
ADY 5 - 5 .

(uv + ü)(8ü + /id) + (dv + d)(2d + /iÜ)
(16)

Figure 2 shows our prediction for the asymmetry using :-'lT parametrizations amI beta
\'alues obtained as we mentioned earlier (continuous line) and for (3 = 1 (dashes). This
calculation corresponds to an 800 CeV proton beam on a fixed target, so the lepton
pair masses lie between 4 and 20 CeV. The prediction should be compared with the
negative \'alues coming from the asymmetric-sea hypotesis in Re£. [211. Due to the clear
cut dilferences of results coming from lhe two proposals, one is lempted lo urge once more
for a experiment on lhe proton-neutron cross-section asymmetry lo definitiwly decide on
the isospin symmetry of the sea.
It must be noticed, that at \'ariance with the proposal in Re£. [21]' nuclear elfects

irnplemenled in this way do not modify the Drell- Van rapidity distribution due to a
cancellation of the (3 factor. On this basis, the available measurements on, for example,
¡reu collisions seem to favour our suggestion (Fig. 6 of Re£. [21)).

4. TlIE BJORKEI' SU~I RULE

\Ve have analyzed a third experimental elfect of our proposal referred lo the neutron
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structure function, now in connection with the Bjorken SUIll rule [221,

11 1
dx (gi(x) - gr(x)) = _gA.

o 6gv
(17)

The polarized structure functions gf (x)(N = p, n) are related to the unpolarized ones by

N N F{'(x)
xg[ (x) = A[ (x) 2(1 + R(x))' (18)

where Af (x) stands for the asymmetry in polarized Icpton-nucleon scattering ami R(x)
is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse contributions in the unpolarized case. (R is very
small in the kinematic regio n of intcrest so it is neglected in our calculations).

The proton asymmetry Ai was first mcasured in 1976 [23], and with bettcr accuracy in
1988 by the EMC [24). However measurements of the neutron one are not available yct.
As this last experiment will require the use of nuclear targets, deutcron in particular, the
results wil! suffer of nuclear effects as in the two preceding cases. Thcre are at least two
ways in which this nuclear effects can playa role. The more direct one is related to the
asymmetry measuremcnt. In fact, in the quark parto n model, this quantity is given by [1]

AN (x) =Le;(q¡ T (x) - q¡ J (x)).
[ Le;(q¡ T (x) + q¡ J (x))

(19)

lf we consider nuclear effects in the way wc have donc up to now, i.e., through a comlllon
multiplicative factor in the quark distributions, the effect on the asymmetry obviously
cancels. This is of course an approximation because the effcctive {3parameter measures the
global effect in the unpolarized structure function and each quark distribution may change
in a different way. \Ve should obviously wait until measurements on nuclear targets are
available lo confirm this point. The second way is related to the use of Fí' in Eq. (18). The
naive cxtraction of this structure function from thc nuclear ones can play an important
role as in the GSR. For example, inslead of lesting the BSR, using nuclear targets we
shall be looking at

[ d:r (gi(x) - Qgr(x)), (20)

where Q = F;n / F!j, with F;n the incorrectly extracled value of this nuclear structure
function. In our calculations the typ;cal values are Q - 1.05. Consequently, the COll\'er-
gencc of the BSR depcllds 011 the rclation bctwecn 9l and gf. 1£ thc asymmctries were
similar quantities, the violation would be as big as in the GSR. As it was said, there are
no measurements available yet, but we can make an estimation using lllodel predictions
for Ar. \Ve have used \Voloshyn estimation for the neutron asymmetry [25]' which in-
corporales sea conlributions lo the spin dilution model, fits E~lC data, ami satisfies the
BSR. \Ve have found that the incorrect extraction of Fí' from deuteriulll targets does not
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modify the convergence of the BSR in a significant way. This comes from the fact that
in this model the neutro n asymmetry is negative in almost all the x region of interest so
that the previously mentioned GSR amplification is not presento

5. THE Q2 DEPENDENCE OF FrJFJj

More recently, the NMC Group has reported results on the Q2-dependence of ratio of
neutron and proton structure functions, Fi' / FJj, deduced from the same deep inelastic
scattering experiment [14]. In their analysis, they show that the resulting Q2-dependence
of the ratio, in the intermediate x-range (0.1 - 0.4), is stronger than the one predicted by
perturbative QCD, and it is suggested that this difference should be attributed to different
higher twist contributions for the proton and the neutron. At variance with these results,
in earlier QCD analysis of high statistics F2 data for proton and deuteron separately [26],
an excellent agreement with QCD was observed and higher twist terms were found to be
similar in hydrogen and deuterium data, and small for x < 0.4.

In this section we will show that the unexpected Q2-dependence of the ratio found
by the NMC is explained in terms of the same effects we refereed to in the preceding
sections, which distort the naive relation between the proton, the neutron and the deuteron
structure functions. In this way the quite exotic higher twist isospin violating effects
proposed [141 can be avoided.
The unexpected Q2-dependence in the NMC analysis of the data confirms our con-

clusions. Disregarding nuclear effects, again, the relation between the proton and the
neutron structure function looks odd, particularly in the intermediate x range, where
we had found that they were stronger. There, when corrections are taken properly into
account, the discrepancy with QCD fades away.
In the following, we parametrize the effect as in the first section but taking special care

in the extraction of its Q2-dependence, specially for low Q2 values. Then we modify the
NMC ratios with our parametrizations and discuss these results in connection with higher
twist terms.
As we are now particularly interested in the consequences of the effects in connection

with the Q2-dependence of the ratio F2' / Fi'INMC, which mns up to very low values of Q2,
we calculate the {J parameter using Gluck, Reya and Vogt parton distributions [13]' which
are specially suited for such low momentum, and we include target mass corrections in the
right hand side of Eq. (10). In order to obtain values for FF we use the parametrization
given in reference [14] for F2' / FJjINMC, and Abramowicz el al. parametrization [15) for
the proton structure function.
In Fig. 3 we show the !function for different Q2-values, with target mass correction.

This curves should be compared with the ones in Fig. 1.
It is clear from the figures that target mass corrections remove the strong Q2-dependence

in the depression at x > 0.6, for low Q2, and have no appreciable consequences in the
intermediate x range. They also emphasize that the main contribution to the nuclear
effect in the deuteron seems to be closely connected with the well known antishadowing
of nuclear deep inelastic data.
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FIGURE3. The same as Fig. 1 with target mass eorreetions.

The aboye mentioned parametrizations for the structure funetions fit data at very low
x values; for that reason we show our results in that region. Notice that the extrapolation
to low x values is in agreement with a recent calculation of shadowing in lepton deuteron
scattering [19).
In the NMC analysis, the Q2-dependence of the ratio F;¡ / FflNMCis extracted by fitting

the data with a linear function of In(Q2) for each x bin, namely

(21 )

Significant negative slopes in the x range 0.1 - 0.4 are found. The discrepancy between
these slopes and the expectation of perturbative QCD [261 (see Fig. 4a) was interpreted
in terms of higher twist effects. However, we find that the difference can be perfectly
explained in terms of the same nuclear effects in the extraction of the neutron structure
function that spoiled the Gottfried sum rule test and were parametrized in the first section.
The effective enhancement of the neutron structure function, which has been shown to

be a decreasing function of Q2, causes the slope to be more negative in the intermediate x
range than it should be, and has the opposite effect where shadowing dominates. Figure 4b
shows the slopes when the neutron to proton ratio is corrected with our parametrization
of nuclear effects,

pn [pn I ]-.1..=/3 _2 +1-1
Ff Ff NMC '

(22)

and refitted for each x bino The error bars represent statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties added in quadrature. Once nuclear corrections are made, no much room is left for
significative higher twist contributions in the intermediate x range.
Notice that, although the corrections to the naive expression Ff = ![Ff + F;¡l are

small related to Ff, and have a rather circumspect dependence in energy, they strongly
distort the extraction of higher twist terms.
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FIGURE 4_ a) The derivative d(F, / FfINMc)/d(ln Q2). The curve gives a result of a QCD calcu-
lation. b) The same as a) for the corrected ratio.

6. TIIE PIONIC CONTlllBUTION TO TIIE DEUTERON STRUCTUllE FUNCTION

In this section \Ve sho\V ho\V a very simple mode! based on the pionic content of the
deuteron reproduces the main features of the nuclear e!fec!.
Let us first recall the origin of the simple-minded expression (3). If the deuteron consists

of only a proton and a neutron, and if \Ve ignore shado\Ving, then one has

(23)

\Vhere fp/D(y) is the number density of protons in the deuteron whose momentum is a
fraction y /2 of the momentum of the deuteron. As usual, x for the deuteron is defined by

(24)

where P is the deuteron 4-IIlomentum. Then, in principIe x can run between O and 2.
Isospin invariance gives

(25)

and charge conservation implies

(26)
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Now, in the simplest possible picture both, the pro ton and the neutron carry exactly
one half of the momentum of the deuteron, so that

fp/D(Y) = 6(1 - y).

Insertion of this in Eq. (24) yields Eq. (21), or more correctly

(27)

{
Fi(x) + F2'(x),

2FF(x) =
O,

x :5 1,

x>l.
(28)

Many arguments have been given against the pionic content of nuclei being negligi-
ble [27,28). Let us therefore suppose that the deuteron wave-function contains a pionic
component. In that case, ignorin¡; shadowing, Eq. (23) is replaced by

2FF(x) = [dY [Fi (;) + F2' (;)] fp/D(Y) + 3 [ dy F{ (;) f~/D(Y), (29)

where

(30)

is the average pion structure function. In Eq. (29) we have, via isospin invariance, taken
the number density of pions, whose momentum is ~ of the deuteron momentum, as:

(31 )

Baryon number conservation implies that Eq. (26) is unchanged, but momentum conser-
vation now requires

(32)

In the spirit of the simple picture that led to Eq. (3) let us now assume that the proton
and neutron each carry exactly !(1- E) of the deuteron's momentum, so that Eq. (27) is
replaeed by

fp/D(Y) = 6(1 - E - y).

Using this in Eqs. (32) and (26), one has, as expeeled

(33)

(34)

¡.c., E is the fraction of the dcuteron's momentum carried by its pionie constituents, and
is expeeted to be very small.
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Substitution of Eq. (33) in Eq. (29) yields

2Ff(x) = [Ff e :J +F2' e :J] 0(1-€-x)+3 [dYFí (;) f~/D(Y)' (35)

Sinee our primary aim is to learn about Ff(x) - F2'(x), let us now write

Ff(x) - F2'(x) = [2Ff(x) - 2Ff(x)] + [2Ff(x) - Ff(x) - F2'(x)]

== [2Ff(x) - 2Ff(x)] +bFf(x). (36)

The first term of the R.H.S. of Eq. (36) is what is measured in the NMC experimento
The ter m bFf(x) is the eorreetion needed to extraet Ff(x) - F2'(x).
From Eqs. (36) and (35) we see that

bFf(x) = [Ff e :J +F2' e :J] 0(1- €-x)

- [Ff(x) + F2'(x)] 0(1 - x) + 3 [ dy Fí (;) f~/D(Y)

[dFf dF2'] 12
~ (x)'" €x dx + dx 0(1 - x) + 3 x dy F2 1i f~/D(Y)' (37)

\Ve shall now attempt to estimate the terms on the R.H.S. of Eq. (37). Sinee we are
dealing with a small eorreetion it should be safe to take dF2' / dx from the naive expression

n() [Ff(x) ] pF2 x = 2 Ff(x) - 1 F2 (x), (38)

using NMC's parametrization for the ratio [14] and the one given in Re£. [15] for the
proton strueture funetion. The pion strueture funetion is supposed to be known from
experiment. \Ve take for it the parametrization given in Ref. 129).
\Ve do not have very eonvincing evidenees for the shape of the pion distribution in the

deuteron, so apart from a slight modifieation we follow the estimate of Berger el al. [30]
and take'

3 € r(a+b+3) (Y)" ( y)b
f~/D(Y) = 2 r(a + 2)r(b + 1) 2 1 - 2 ' 0:$y:$2, (39)

whieh is designed to satisfy Eq. (34). \Ve fix a = 1, b = 3 as reasonable estimates.
The whole of the R.H.S. of Eq. (37) is then proportional to € and this is the only free

parameter. Models suggest that € eannot be larger than a few percent. Let us therefore

'In our notalion 3f./D corresponds lo f./D in Ref. [30J.
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FIGURE6. The same differences divided by x.

take f = 5% and see whether 8Ff(x) has a significant e!fect in Eq. (36). In Fig. 5 we
show values of

[Ff(x) - F2'(x)]naive == Ff(x) [1- ¡;i:i] (40)

from the previously mentioned parametrizations and the result of adding 8Ff(x) to these.
In Fig. 6 we show the integrand of the Gottfried sum rule, i.e., the same functions divided
by x. 'Ve are assuming the convergence of the Gottfried sum rule, so we extrapolate the
R.H.S. of Eq. (36) to zero at x = O. It is seen tha! even with f of just 1% there is a
non-trivial modification at sma]] values of x.
In order to compare this rnodel prediction with the exlraction of the !irst section, we

present in Fig. 7 the 1/ {3function calculaled for di!ferent Q2-values.
Figure 7 shows how this simple model reproduces the main features of the nuclear e!fect,

providing the magnitude, x- and Q2-dependence of the nuclear effect in a very good
approximation, with only one free parameler: the fraction of the deuleron rnomenturn
carried by its pionic constituents.
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FIGURE 7. The pionic model prediclion for lhe l/,8D-funclion.

This approximation does nol inelude eontributions from other mesons as we expeet the
relevant meson effeets in deep inelastie seattering to be assoeiated with pion exehange.
Fermi motion effeets, whieh are expeeted to enhanee the deuleron strueture funetion as
x --+ 1, are negligible in the low and intermediale x-range we are inleresled in.

I! is worlh notieing lhal in lhis simple model the posilive and negalive eontribulions
lo lhe deuleron strueture funetion whieh give rise to nuelear anlishadowing and shad-
owing respeelively are elearly idenlified. The former, relaled lo lhe seallering off pions,
dominates at not loo small values of x and is eompensaled as x --+ Oby lhe laller, whieh
is produeed by the nueleon's loss of momenlum. llolh eonlribulions grow as x --+ O but
lhere is a tiny residual shadowing effeel resulting from lheir inlerplay.

At x - 0.3 the Q2-dependenee of the effeet seems to be even stronger lhan lhe one
predieted by the mode!. There are no paramelers in lhe modello fine lune lhis differenee;
however, as we have said, this model does not pretend to be a complete deseription for
the deuteron.

7. PARTON FUSION EFFECTS AND SIIADOWING

In the aboye analysis we have negleeled shadowing and lhe possibility that from differenl
nueleons in lhe dense eloud of small-x parlons fusion may lake place between partons.
In the latter case, an additional eontribntion to the denleron slruelure funelion, ÓFp,
related to an intrinsie distortion of the nueleon ones in the nuelear medium, is expeeted.

Close, Qiu and Roberts 1311 have eslimated the eorreetion ÓF2A(X) per nueleon arising
from parton fusion for A = 56. In their ealculation of fusion proeesses with no final slate
partons, ¡nilial stale reeombinalion, they found dominanl lhose involving lwo parlons
from two different nueleons. Their result depends slightly on model assumptions at the
exlenl to whieh partons leak oul of lhe nueleon and lhe inpul parlon dislribulions. An
overall A 1/3 behaviour is dedueed using an approximalion for small x and large A.

lleeause the deuleron is a very loosely bound large slruelure, the effeels eoming from
the proximily of the nueleons to eaeh other will be smaller lhan expeeted on the basis of
the A1/3 behaviour of ÓF2A(x). A naive A1/3 sealing exlrapolalion gives for lhe deuleron
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D.Fp "" kD.Fi6 whereas estimates based on a more realistic deuteron radius suggest an
even smaller value. In that case, the values of D.Fr given in Ref. [311,yields a correction
to Eq. (37) of the same sign as óFp which is smal! compared with óFp for x < 0.6 and
for reasonable values of €.
An attempt to estimate shadowing in deuteron, based upon a mixture of vector domi-

nance and parto n fusion, has been made by Badelek and Kwiecinsky [191.The correction
term óFp I.hadowing found by them, negative for x < 0.1, is negligible compared with
the positive pionic correction. However, it is comparable in magnitude with the pionic
correction for x :s; 0.01.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We therefore conclude that significant tests for the neutron structure function cannot be
made on the basis of the deuteron data without taking into account nuclear effects.
Although very small, these effects are amplified when the proton and the resulting

structure function for the neutron are compared.
Qur parametrization of these effects successful!y accounts for the discrepancy with the

quark-parton model observed in the verification of the Gottfried sum rule. The emerging
picture for these effects seems to be a natural extrapolation of what is seen in heavier
nucleL
Sum rules weight differently the information extracted from nuclear targets al!owing

stringent consistency checks on these effects, as is the case in the first two examples
analyzed. For the BSR our predictions are not as definite due to the lack of sufficient
information, but warn us against eventual misleading interpretations in forthcoming ex-
periments.
The unexpected Q2-dependence observed in the NMC analysis of the F!j / Ff data,

which deviates form the standard predictions of QCD, confirms our conclusions. Disre-
garding nuclear effects again, the relation between the proton and the neutron structure
functions looks odd, particularly in the intermediate x range, where we found they were
stronger. There, the discrepancy with QCD fades away when corrections are taken prop-
erly into account.
Model estimates based on the pionic content of the deuteron are consistent with this

parametrization and seem to provide a satisfactory explanation for the unusual features
of deep inelastic deuteron data.
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